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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The SOLA Group is proposing the development of two 10MW Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Energy Facilities, Becrux PV 1 and

Becrux PV 3, and associated infrastructure on two sites located near Secunda in the Govan Mbeki Local Municipality,

which forms part of the Gert Sibande District Municipality in the Mpumalanga Province. The purpose of the facilities will

be to provide electricity to Sasol via an overhead power line of up to 33k.

The survey was conducted on foot, and sought to assess the presence and significance of archaeological occurrences

within the project area. Field assessment documented a sparse number of isolated stone artefacts in secondary

contexts, suggesting the area may have been traversed intermittently by Stone Age groups potentially through periods

in both the Early Stone Age (ESA – ~2.6ma:~300ka) and the Later Stone Age (LSA: ~40ka: ~2ka).

No artefact quality raw-material was found within the footprint, indicating that the stone artefacts were transported

into the area by foragers prior to discard. The raw-materials exploited were cobbles of high-quality quartzite that would

have been available in a high-energy river system in the broader vicinity of the project area. All archaeological finds

were documented in ex-situ contexts, which is further supported by the extensive evidence for agricultural activity

including the redistribution of topsoils for planting purposes, and the bioturbation resulting from grazing and trampling.

The potential for finding a dateable in-situ archaeological horizon based on current surface observations appears to be

low. The documented Stone Age archaeology is therefore classified as scientifically LOW-SIGNIFICANCE. However, the

presence of intact sub-surface archaeology cannot be discounted.

Recommendations

There is no objection to the proposed development of the proposed Becrux PV 1 and 3 facilities and their associated

infrastructure on condition that:

- Should any previously unrecorded archaeological resources or possible burials be identified during the course

of construction activities, work must cease in the immediate vicinity of the find, and SAHRA must be contacted

regarding an appropriate way forward.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Information on Project

The SOLA Group is proposing the development of two 10MW Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Energy Facilities, Becrux PV 1 and

Becrux PV 3, and associated infrastructure on two sites located near Secunda in the Govan Mbeki Local Municipality,

which forms part of the Gert Sibande District Municipality in the Mpumalanga Province. The purpose of the facilities will

be to provide electricity to Sasol via an overhead power line of up to 33kV.

1.2 Description of Property and A�ected Environment

The footprint of the proposed solar Photovoltaic Energy Facility and associated infrastructure is located across several

agricultural camps, approximately 5.1km south-west of the town of Secunda, in the Mpumalanga Province of South

Africa. In the south-western portion of the footprint, where original/natural landscape is retained, semi-arid grassland

and shrubland is evident with sub-volcanic bedrock (mostly granites) outcropping in the form of secondary colluvial

nodules in several locations.

The project area has an undulating topography with two springs and a non-perennial drainage in the south-western

portion. The south-western portions are leased out by the current land-owner for cattle grazing with evidence of

marginal donga formation in several places where vegetation has been completely removed through grazing, and

where cattle have aggregated for watering/feeding. The eastern and northern portions of the footprint appear to be

used for maize agriculture, and were planted in the period immediately preceding this archaeological survey. The upper

soils in the planted regions have thus been extensively turbated in the planting process, and topsoils have been

removed in excess of 1.5m depths in several places as a consequence of agriculture and/or road-building. The surface

sediments across >60% of the footprint are bioturbated soils with substantial components of silt and clay, interspersed

with organic material likely included as stimulants for the planting.
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Figure 1.1: Close up satellite image indicating proposed location of study area
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Figure 1.2: Study Area relative to Secunda

Figure 1.3: Study Area
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Purpose of Archaeological Study

The purpose of this archaeological study is to satisfy the requirements of section 38(8), and therefore section 38(3) of

the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) in terms of impacts to archaeological resources.

2.2 Summary of steps followed

● An archaeologist conducted a survey of the site and its environs on 21 and 22 October 2021 to determine what

archaeological resources are likely to be impacted by the proposed development.

● The study area was assessed on foot in transects, photographs of the context and finds were taken, and tracks

were recorded using a GPS.

● The identified resources were assessed to evaluate their heritage significance in terms of the grading system

outlined in section 3 of the NHRA (Act 25 of 1999).

● Alternatives and mitigation options were discussed with the Environmental Assessment Practitioner.

Figure 1.4: Topographic map of the area proposed for development
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2.3 Constraints & Limitations

The survey was conducted on 21st and 22nd of October, 2021 at the start of the summer rainfall season. In the

south-western portions of the footprint that are utilized currently for stock farming/grazing, the grass and bush were

moderately thick in several places, making it challenging to identify potential ground level archaeological exposures in

these places, although no evidence of archaeological material was found in the south-west area generally, even in

places that had optimal visibility.

In the east and north of the footprint where planting activities recently took place, visibility was excellent. However, the

topsoils were highly disturbed in these portions, rendering the exposed archaeology (all of which had recent abrasions

from agricultural machinery) largely limited in potential for modern scientific analyses. We are thus confident that the

archaeological sensitivity and scientific potential of the project area has been comprehensively assessed.
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3. HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF THE SITE AND CONTEXT

Background

Sasol Limited is an integrated energy and chemical company based in Sandton, South Africa. The company was

formed in 1950 in Sasolburg, South Africa and has a large operation in Secunda, Mpumalanga. The company issued a

request for information (RFI) in May 2020 for the supply, by IPPs, of up to 600 MW of renewable energy to its South

African operations. Sasol indicated on August 3, 2020 that the decision to issue an RFP for two 10 MW solar PV facilities

represented the “first step” towards the group realising its commitment to eventually procure 600 MW of renewable-

energy capacity. Chief sustainability o�cer Hermann Wenhold said the RFP also formed part of the group’s broader

aspiration to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 10% by 2030. Sasol is one of several large South African corporates

to indicate that they intended to introduce renewable self-generation at their operations, with several mining

companies also moving ahead with projects. The self-generation projects were being pursued to both bolster security

of supply and improve tari� visibility in a context of steeply rising Eskom and municipal tari�s and an ongoing risk of

load-shedding (Creamer 03 August 2020).

The ground intended for the proposed 10MW solar PV plant falls on Goedehoop 290 IS and is immediately adjacent to

Polymer Road and Sasol’s training centre. Maize agriculture and grazing have continued on the farm and the

installation of a solar PV plant is in keeping with the broader development character of the immediate surroundings

which lie on the peri-urban edge of Secunda and the massive Brandspruit coal mine nearby to the west.

Archaeology

In the heritage assessment of a powerline upgrade at the nearby Syferfontein Mine, Nel & Karodia (2013), noted that “a

heritage assessment was conducted in 2000 by the National Cultural History Museum and included in the Syferfontein

Mine EMP in 2010. During the survey, a few Stone Age artefacts were identified. These artefacts were not considered to

have any primary context and therefore were interpreted to have low significance value. No Early Iron Age sites were

identified. The Late Iron Age sites found here conform to those identified in the literature for the Southern Highveld area

(former southern Transvaal, northern Orange Free State) as Type V sites. As the soil is mostly turf, Iron Age settlement

usually took place on the various dolerite outcrops. The added benefit of choosing these locations was that it was

located at the source of building material used in constructing the settlements. One such site shows interesting features

as the living units were actually excavated to obtain enough building material for the surrounding walls. A few of the

farmsteads dating to early part of this century were identified as possibly having historical-architectural significance. A

number of abandoned homesteads are located in the areas that were investigated. These seem to belong to farm

labourers and were all abandoned within the last few years. They are therefore not viewed to be of cultural or historical

significance. However, some graves are located in the vicinity of the homesteads and it is possible that more graves will

be located nearby”.

None of the sites identified in the assessment referenced are located within or near the development area, however the

text provides a good assessment of resources that may be present. Furthermore, the proposed development area was

included in the area surveyed by Van Schalkwyk (2003, SAHRIS ID 5089) that surveyed a section of the
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Secunda-Mozambique Gas Pipeline. No archaeological resources were identified in the development of this assessment.

Given the heavily disturbed, level agricultural ground chosen for this development, it is highly unlikely that any in situ

Stone Age material will be found, nor any Iron Age sites. The possibility of finding graves is also very low.

Built Environment & Cultural Landscapes

There are no buildings on the property and the current landscape consists of remnant farming plots wedged in

between heavy industrial activity (Brandspruit Coal Mine) and Secunda’s chemical plants. The installation of a 10MW

solar PV will therefore not change the character of the cultural landscape and will be in keeping with the developments

in the area.

Table 1: Sites previously identified in and near the proposed study area

SAHRIS ID Site No. Site Name Site Type Grading

46080 SHON 005 Sasol Shondoni 005 Structures Grade IIIa

41570 SEC123 Secunda 123 Burial Grounds & Graves Grade IIIa

41444 SEC132 Secunda 132 Burial Grounds & Graves Grade IIIa
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Figure 2: Close up satellite image indicating proposed location of the study area  in relation to heritage studies previously conducted
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Figure 3. Heritage Resources Map. Heritage Resources previously identified in and near the study area, with SAHRIS Site IDs indicated (see
Heritage Screening Assessment for insets)
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF HERITAGE RESOURCES

4.1 Field Assessment

The survey was conducted on foot, and sought to assess the presence and significance of archaeological occurrences

within the project area. Field assessment documented a sparse number of isolated stone artefacts in secondary

contexts, suggesting the area may have been traversed intermittently by Stone Age groups potentially through periods

in both the Early Stone Age (ESA – ~2.6ma:~300ka) and the Later Stone Age (LSA: ~40ka: ~2ka).

No artefact quality raw-material was found within the footprint, indicating that the stone artefacts were transported

into the area by foragers prior to discard. The raw-materials exploited were cobbles of high-quality quartzite that would

have been available in a high-energy river system in the broader vicinity of the project area. All archaeological finds

were documented in ex-situ contexts, which is further supported by the extensive evidence for agricultural activity

including the redistribution of topsoils for planting purposes, and the bioturbation resulting from grazing and trampling.

The potential for finding a dateable in-situ archaeological horizon based on current surface observations appears to be

low. The documented Stone Age archaeology is therefore classified as scientifically LOW-SIGNIFICANCE. However, the

presence of intact sub-surface archaeology cannot be discounted. Mitigation measures for such a possibility are

expanded on in the recommendations.

Figure 4.1: Intensive grass cover a�ecting visibility in certain locations
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Figure 4.2: Waterlogged meadow

Figure 4.3: Bioturbated planted fields
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Figure 4.4: Section showing the level of the original land surface - demonstrating the amount of surface sediment lost through agricultural

activities.

Figure 4.5: Cattle grazing plot
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Figure 4.6: Bioturbated planted fields

Figure 4.7: Ploughed field exhibiting artefacts redeposited in a secondary context
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Figure 5: Overall track paths of foot survey
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4.2 Archaeological Resources identified

Table 1: Observations noted during the field assessment

Site No. Site Name Description Co-ordinates Grading Mitigation

SEC_1 Secunda 1

Possible upper grinding stone. The shape of
the riverine cobble suggests it could have
been the grinding stone, but the abraded

surface is eroded. 2,656,741 2,921,916 NCW NA

SEC_20 Secunda 10 Kombewa flake. Possibly later Acheulean 2,656,968 2,922,261 NCW NA

SEC_21 Secunda 21
Bifacial fragment. Artefact edges are rolled

suggestive of a redeposited context 2,656,934 2,922,277 NCW NA

SEC_22 Secunda 22

Upper grinding stone. Artefact preserved
ochre stains, but overall was damaged by the

ploughing activities 26,569 2,922,277 NCW NA
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4.3 Selected photographic record

(a full photographic record is available upon request)

Figure 6.1:  Secunda 1

Figure 6.2: Secunda 1
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Figure 6.3: Secunda 20

Figure 6.4: Secunda 21
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Figure 6.5 Secunda 22
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5. ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THE DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Assessment of impact to Archaeological Resources

The ephemeral isolated archaeological finds were exclusively associated with the planted regions of the project area,

and occurred in secondary contexts, so therefore have limited potential for modern scientific analyses (due to the ex

situ spatial contexts of the finds and limited possibility of radiometric dating).

The field assessment conducted revealed no significant archaeological resources located within the development

footprint. Four observations of archaeological resources were identified. These have all been determined to be not

conservation-worthy (NCW) and have been su�ciently recorded in this assessment.

Based on the outcomes of this assessment, the area proposed for development has an overall low rating for

archaeological sensitivity and significance. It is very unlikely that the proposed development of PV facilities on these

properties will negatively impact on significant archaeological heritage resources.
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Figure 7.1: Map of heritage resources identified during the field assessment, relative to the proposed study area and associated

archaeological sensitivity

Figure 7.2: Map of heritage resources identified during the field assessment

6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The area proposed for development has an overall low level of archaeological sensitivity and it is very unlikely that the

proposed development will have a negative impact to significant archaeological heritage.

Recommendations

There is no objection to the proposed development of the proposed Becrux PV 1 and 3 facilities and their associated

infrastructure on condition that:

- Should any previously unrecorded archaeological resources or possible burials be identified during the course

of construction activities, work must cease in the immediate vicinity of the find, and SAHRA must be contacted

regarding an appropriate way forward.
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